Code FASTER and more accurately!

Perpetual off-line stand alone license – this is the NEW powerful, affordable coding and learning tool without ongoing subscription fees

Transition TurboCoder

- ICD-9-CM/ Vols1&2 + GEM’s
- ICD-10-CM + GEM’s
- Authorized addenda
- Advanced searching
- MultiView screen
- All Guidelines

Transition TurboCoder (TT) is the ultimate ICD CMX crosswalk tool. The TT allows you to code in the ICD-9-CM you know so well, and immediately view the potential equivalent in ICD-10-CM and vice versa.

TT allows you to seamlessly crosswalk from 9-CM to 10-CM using the General Equivalence Mappings (GEMs) published by Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) – and positively assist your practice to move to the new classification. Clearly marked links beside ICD-9-CM codes open the equivalent ICD-10-CM codes, and links in the ICD-10-CM display the equivalent codes in the ICD-9-CM.

TurboCoder is the foremost ICD-10 digital reference tool used by Medical Coders, Health Information Managers, Clinicians and Health Researchers including the World Health Organization for their ICD-10 publication for more than 12 years.

The powerful proven TurboCoder technology is now available for the ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM, HCPCS and CPT® Codes to enable you to code medical records faster and more accurately than ever before.

CPT is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.
TurboCoder is purchased with a **perpetual license** *(NO ongoing subscription FEEs)* with all updates for the publication year.

**Key TT features:**

- **OFF-LINE** – You DON’T need web access when you code – so you always have an immediate response
- **One stop coding** NOW in ICD-9-CM/Vols 1 & 2 and ICD-10-CM with free year of publication updates
- **Find what you need** easily and quickly – GUARANTEED – and see it in context just like the books
- **Turbosearch** – provides an autocomplete facility after you key in just three characters and corrects misspelled terms
- **Full ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM diseases** with GEM’s mappings in context from 9-CM to 10-CM and vice versa
- All the necessary digital reference materials for a medical coder to code medical records, that is fast and easy to use with the same look and feel as the books – **complete off-line replacement for the books**
- **Designed in conjunction with medical coders**
- **User Notes** provides a powerful and easy-to-use facility to share notes with other users using e-mail or LAN, and **Collaborate in Context**
- Built with over a decade of experience using ICD-10.
- **NO RISK – 5/20/30 Guarantee**
  - guaranteed to enable you to code more than **5X** faster than books
  - guaranteed to be more than **20%** cheaper than the books
  - **30 day money back guarantee**
- **NOW AVAILABLE** in single user and customized network licensing

For more information contact TurboCoder: Alfred Papallo at (888) 234-9823 or email at ACPapallo@turbocoder.net

www.TurboCoder.net